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AnAn integral expression profile of 1p35~36 

Abstrac t t 

HighHigh throughput mRNA analyses such as microarrays and SAGE (serial analysis of 
genegene expression) provide a new tool for cancer research. SAGE gives a quantitative 
overviewoverview of all transcripts in a tissue. It is based on the extraction of a 10 bp tag 
fromfrom a defined position in each cDNA which uniquely identifies the transcript. SAGE 
librarieslibraries of two neuroblastomas and four neuroblastoma cell lines with a total of 
124,762124,762 tags were established in our lab. In addition, we have developed a software 
applicationapplication which integrates expression data from SAGE analysis with the Human 
GeneMapGeneMap '99. The resulting Human Transcriptome Map 2000 enables a systematic 
analysisanalysis of expression profiles of any chromosomal region. 
TheThe 1p35-36 region is frequently deleted in neuroblastomas, brain tumors, and a 
widewide variety of carcinomas. First described for neuroblastoma over 20 years ago, 
thethe 1p35-36 region still withstands any attempt to identify a tumor suppressor locus. 
InIn neuroblastoma the deletions are large and often extend to the telomere. We have 
establishedestablished an integral SAGE expression profile of 629 genes mapped to 1p35-36 to 
studystudy the role of this region in neuroblastoma pathogenesis. The expression profiles 
ofof neuroblastoma SAGE libraries of cell lines and tumors with and without LOH of 1p 
werewere compared. Loss of chromosome 1p correlates with amplification of MYCN. To 
identifyidentify possible MYCN target genes on 1p we compared SAGE expression profiles 
ofof a MYCN transfected cell line and a control transfected cell. Differentially 
expressedexpressed genes were further analyzed for expression in a large series of 
neuroblastomaneuroblastoma tumors and cell lines. 

Introductio n n 

Thee Human GeneMap '99 currently provides the Radiation Hybrid map position of 
aboutt 40,000 expressed sequences (ESTs) and known genes. The precise 
chromosomall position of alt genes is rapidly established with the sequencing of the 
humann genome. Meanwhile, technological advances such as microarrays and 
SAGEE (serial analysis of gene expression) enabled genome wide mRNA expression 
studiess (Velculescu et al., 1995). These techniques enable the identification of 
differentiallyy expressed genes in normal versus malignant cells or in tumor cells with 
differentt genetic aberrations. SAGE is based on the extraction of a 10 bp sequence 
tagg from a defined 3' position of each cDNA which uniquely identifies the transcript. 
Thee frequency of a transcript tag in a SAGE library of a tissue corresponds to the 
quantitativee expression level of the gene. SAGE provides an integral expression 
profilee of all genes expressed in a cell or tissue. We have constructed SAGE 
librariess of two neuroblastoma tumors and four neuroblastoma cell lines with a total 
off 124,762 tags (Boon et al., submitted, Caron et al., in prep). One of the major 
advantagess of SAGE is that the observed expression levels are absolute. Tag 
frequenciess in the neuroblastoma SAGE libraries can therefore be compared to tag 
frequenciess in other SAGE libraries. Currently, 83 different SAGE libraries can be 
accessedd from the CGAP SAGE databases on the WWW (at 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/)) with a total of more than 3,300,000 tags (Lai et 
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al.,, 1999). The database includes libraries from skin, colon, brain, ovary and other 
tissuess of both normal and malignant origin. 
Wee have developed software for a database application which integrates SAGE 
expressionn data with the RH mapping information from the Human GeneMap '99 
(Caronn et al., in prep). The software has determined the transcript tags that belong 
too the mapped ESTs, mRNAs and Unigene clusters. The frequencies of these tags 
observedd in SAGE libraries of different tissues are displayed graphically. This 
Humann Transcriptome Map allows a systematic analysis of mRNA expression 
profiless of any chromosomal region in presently 12 normal and pathologic tissues. 
Wee have applied the Human Transcriptome Map to analyze the expression profiles 
off chromosome 1p35-36. 
Thee distal short arm of chromosome 1 represents an intriguing region of 
chromosomall loss in cancer (reviewed in Schwab et al., 1996). The 1p35-36 region 
iss frequently deleted in neuroblastomas, brain tumors, hepatocellular carcinomas 
andd a wide variety of carcinomas, e.g. of lung, breast, ovarian and pancreas 
(Ragnarssonn et al., 1999; Bieche et al., 1999; Hilgers et al., 1999). First described 
forr neuroblastoma over 20 years ago, the 1p35-36 region still withstands any 
attemptt to identify a tumor suppressor locus (Brodeur et al., 1977). The 
chromosomee 1 deletions in the different tumor types are large and often involve the 
entiree p-arm. Breast and ovarian tumors show at least two SROs (Bieche et al., 
1998).. About 30% of neuroblastomas have 1p deletions which are of variable length 
butt almost always extend to the telomere. 90% of the MYCN amplified 
neuroblastomass show LOH of 1p (Fong et al., 1989; Caron et al., 1993; Komuro et 
al.,, 1998; Ichimiya et al., 1999). Previously, we obtained evidence for at least two 
differentt neuroblastoma tumor suppressor loci on chromosome 1p. One suppressor 
locuss deleted in MYCN single copy neuroblastoma maps to 1p36.3 and is probably 
imprinted.. The SRO of MYCN single copy tumors is 47 cR. A second more proximal 
locuss is consistently deleted in MYCN amplified neuroblastomas and is not imprinted 
(Caronn et al., 1995; Cheng et al., 1995; Caron et al., 2000). The SRO of MYCN 
amplifiedd tumors is 89 cR. Several other regions of 1p35-36 have been implicated in 
neuroblastomaa pathogenesis but there is no consensus on the localization and 
numberr of tumor suppressor loci (see Introduction of this thesis). A few tumors with 
interstitiall deletions of 1p32-34 have been described, suggesting an additional 
suppressorr locus in this region (Schleiermacher et al., 1994). Therefore, the distal 
1pp region probably harbors multiple tumor suppressor loci. 
Thee Human Transcriptome Map enables an integral gene expression study of the 
distall region of chromosome 1p. We analyzed gene expression profiles in a region 
off 155 cR from D1S417 to the telomere, with a total of 629 unique Unigene clusters. 
Thiss region comprises the SRO of both MYCN single copy and MYCN amplified 
neuroblastomas.. We compared expression profiles between 1p-intact and 1p-
deletedd neuroblastomas. In addition, we searched for target genes of MYCN on 
chromosomee 1p. These comparisons identified overall sixteen genes that were 
differentiallyy expressed. Analysis of their expression in a large panel of 
neuroblastomaa tumors and cell tines identified several genes with an expression 
profilee that warrants a further analysis of their role in neuroblastoma pathogenesis. 
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Result s s 

SAGEE librarie s of neuroblastom a 
SAGEE libraries of two neuroblastoma tumors and four neuroblastoma cell lines with 
differentt genetic defects have been established in our lab (Table 1) (Boon et al., 
submitted;; Caron et al., in prep). Cell line IMR32 and tumor N159 display 1p loss 
andd MYCN amplification. Cell line SK-N-Fi and tumor N52 have no LOH of 1p, nor 
amplificationn of the MYCN oncogene. SHEP-21N is a MYCN transfected clone of the 
SHEPP cell line, while SHEP-2 is a control transfected cell line (Lutz et al., 1998). 
Fromm the six neuroblastoma SAGE libraries, a total of 124,762 tags were 
sequenced.. We compared different combinations of SAGE libraries to address the 
followingg questions: (1) which genes on 1p35-36 show neuroblastoma specific 
expression?? (2) which genes are differentially expressed between 1p-deleted and 
1p-intactt neuroblastoma? (3) which genes on 1p are downstream targets of MYCN? 

IMR32 2 

N159 9 

SK-N-Fi i 

N52 2 

SH-EPP 2 

SH-EP21N N 

tags s 

9676 6 

20001 1 

9876 6 

19597 7 

44674 4 

20938 8 

1p p 

LOH H 

LOH H 

intac t t 

intac t t 

intac t t 

intac t t 

MYCN MYCN 

amplifie d d 

amplifie d d 

singl ee cop y 

singl ee cop y 

singl ee cop y 

transfecte d d 

combined combined 

11 p delete d 
29,6777 tags 

11 p intac t 
74,1477 tags 

Totall  = 124,762 tags 

Tabell 1: Sage libraries of neuroblastoma 

AA neuroblastom a specifi c expressio n profil e of chromosom e 1p 
Thee Human Transcriptome Map developed in our department integrates SAGE 
expressionn data with the Human GeneMap '99 (Caron et al., in prep). This allows a 
systematicc analysis of gene expression profiles of any chromosomal region. The 
Humann Transcriptome Map displays expression profiles of compound libraries. 
SAGEE libraries of a tissue (e.g. normal colon) are combined into one tissue-type 
library.. In principle, only tissues for which at least 100,000 tags were available were 
included.. Expression levels are normalized to 100,000 tags and graphically 
displayed.. Compound SAGE libraries of 12 normal and pathologic tissue types are 
shown. . 
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Too identify neuroblastoma-specific genes on 1p, we combined the SAGE libraries of 
IMR32,, N159, SK-N-Fi, N52, SHEP-2 and SHEP-21N with a total of 124,762 tags 
(NRBL-ro/a/).. The NRBL-fofa/ SAGE library was compared to the 12 tissue-specific 
SAGEE libraries. The resulting expression profiles are shown in Figure 1. We 
analyzedd the region from D1S417 to the telomere, comprising 155 cR, which 
includess SROs from both MYCN single copy tumors (47 cR) as well as MYCN 
amplifiedd tumors (89 cR) (Caron et al., 1995 and Caron et al., 2000). Each position 
onn the vertical axis denotes one gene. The bars represent the expression level per 
100,0000 analyzed tags. Expression levels of 15 tags and more are shown as a light 
greyy bar. For genes with several different tags (e.g. due to alternative splicing), the 
totall of all tags per gene is shown. 
Thee expression profile of neuroblastoma is rather synchronous to that of other tissue 
types.. Only the muscle library showed an aberrant expression profile. Relatively few 
geness show neuroblastoma specific expression. Examples that we tested are 
phosphatidylinositoll 3-kinase catalytic subunit pHOdelta, Ubiquination factor E4B, 
KIAA0237KIAA0237 mRNA and EST1p17 (Table 2). Northern blot analysis of KIAA0237 is 
shownn in Figure 2. KIAA0237 indeed shows a high expression neuroblastoma cell 
liness IMR32 and SK-N-Fi, but no expression in one brain and two colon tumor cell 
lines. . 
Wee analyzed expression of these genes in a panel of neuroblastoma and control cell 
liness by Northern blot. The gene EST1p17 showed an interesting expression profile 
(Figuree 3). Little or no expression was detected in most neuroblastoma cell lines. 
Expressionn was specifically induced in the MYCN transfected cell line SHEP-21N, 
whereass the control transfected cell line SHEP-2 showed no expression of 
EST1p17.. This suggests that it is a target of MYCN. Remarkably, the gene also 
showedd high expression in cell line SJNB12, a neuroblastoma cell line with a 1p 
deletionn and c-myc amplification. 
Wee retrieved a full length mRNA from the TIGR database (Quackenbush et al., 
2000).. BLAST analysis revealed that the gene encodes for the small stress protein 
cvHspp (Krief et al., 1999). It is mainly expressed in the heart and insulin-sensitive 
tissues.. CvHsp was shown to interact with the cytoskeletal protein a-filamin. This 
couldd point to a role in cytoskeletal stability (Krief etal., 1999). 

Tabell 2: neuroblastoma specific genes (normalized per 100,000 tags) 

cR R 

41.64 4 

41.96 6 

59.63 3 

125.31 1 

Gene e 

Ubiquinationn factor 
E4B B 

PI3KK subunit 
pHOdelta a 
EST1p17 7 

KIAA0237 7 

UNIGENE E 

Hs.24594 4 

Hs.. 162808 

Hs.56874 4 

Hs.78748 8 

NRBL L 
total l 
1.8 8 

3.6 6 

0.9 9 

11.8 8 

Colon n 
tumor r 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0.9 9 

brain n 
tumor r 

0.4 4 

0.4 4 

0.4 4 

0.4 4 

Breast t 
tumor r 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

ovary y 
tumor r 

0 0 

1.2 2 

0.4 4 

0.8 8 
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Figuree 1: The expression profiles of the 1p35-36 region. The neuroblastoma-fofa/ SAGE library is 
comparedd to compound SAGE libraries of 12 other tissue types, indicated on top. Each position on 
thee vertical axis represents one gene. The bars represent the expression level per 100,000 tags. Dark 
greyy bars are expression levels between 1 and 15. Expression levels of 15 or more tags are shown 
ass a light grey bar. Nine intervals from the Radiation Hybrid Map are analyzed with a total of 155 cR 
fromm top of chromosome 1p, indicated in black and light grey bars on the left of the figure. On the right 
off the figure, expression of all combined tissues is shown. 

Effect ss of 1p deletio n and MYCN amplificatio n on expressio n of 1p35-36 
encode dd gene s in neuroblastom a 
Thee SAGE libraries of the 1p intact neuroblastoma cell lines SK-N-Fi and SHEP-2 
andd neuroblastoma tumor N52 were combined into one compound 1p-/V?facf library 
off 74,147 tags. Also the SAGE libraries of the 1p deleted neuroblastoma cell line 
IMR322 and neuroblastoma tumor N159 were combined (Ip-deleted, 29,677 tags). 
Thee 1p-/7itecf and ïp-deleted libraries were compared for differences in expression 
profiles.. Cell line IMR32 and tumor N159 have MYCN amplification whereas N52, 
SK-N-Fii and SHEP-2 have single copy MYCN. This reflects the observation that 
90%% of neuroblastoma with MYCN amplification have 1p deletions (Fong et al., 
1989;; Caron et al., 1995). To distinguish between the effects of 1p deletion and 
MYCNMYCN amplification, we also analyzed the expression profiles of MYCN transfected 
celll line SHEP-21N and control transfected cell line SHEP-2. These cell lines do not 
displayy LOH of 1p and therefore enabled us to discriminate between effects of 1p 
deletionn and MYCA/overexpression. 
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KIAA0237 7 

Figuree 2: Northern blot analysis of KIAA0237. 
Thiss gene was selected for its neuroblastoma 
specificc expression pattern. A trancript is 
detectedd in neuroblastoma cell lines SK-N-Fi 
andd IMR32, but two colon cell lines (SW837 
andd HCT116) and a brain cell line (H392) 
whichh were used to construct SAGE libraries 
(NCBII CGAP, Lal et al . . 1999) show no 
expression. . 

PNET T M Y C NN single copy M Y C NN ampl i f ied 

zz * * : < x 
55 u y ^ „, ; 

uu o: Ü CM 
WW O Z> < (» ï O) ï h 01 

EST1p2 2 

 «r^JN» > m~mw m~mw 
DKFZp56 6 
6G223 3 

EST1p17 7 

m m 
Small l 
Membrane e 
proleinl l 

Figuree 3: Northern blot analysis of four genes that showed differential expression between the SAGE 
libraries.. The neuroblastoma cell lines are grouped into MYCN single copy and MYCN amplified 
neuroblastomaa cell lines. MYCN transfected cell line SHEP21-N and control transfected cell line 
SHEP-22 are shown on the right of the figure. In addition, 4 PNET cell lines, 1 Wilm's tumor (AP10) 
andd 1 melanoma cell line (518A) were analyzed for expression (left). Top of the figure shows 
expressionn of MYCN. SHEP-21N has a smaller transcript size of MYCN caused by the construct used 
forr transfection. 
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Thee SAGE expression profiles of Ip-intact, Ip-deleted, SHEP-2 and SHEP-21N 
librariess from D1S417 to the telomere are shown in Figure 4. 

1p-intactt 1p-deleted SHEP-2 SHEP-21N 

Figuree 4: Expression profiles of the 1p35-36 region in 1 p-intact versus 1p-deleted neuroblastomas 
(leftt of the Figure) and SHEP-2 versus SHEP-21N neuroblastomas (right of the Figure). Each position 
onn the vertical axis represents one gene. The bars represent the expression level per 25,000 tags. 
Darkk grey bars are expression levels between 1 and 15, expression levels of 15 or more tags are 
shownn as a light grey bar. Nine intervals from the Radiation Hybrid Map are analyzed with a total of 
1555 cR form top of chromosome 1p, indicated in black and light grey bars on the left of the figure. 
Indicatedd are some of the genes used for analysis in this paper, as well as some well characterized 
chromosomee 1p genes. The HMG17 gene defines the SRO of MYCN amplified neuroblastomas and 
mapss to 89 cR. The SRO in MYCN single copy tumors is 47 cR. Abbreviations: GNBP: guanine 
nucleotidee binding protein, L22: ribosmal protein L22, TNFRSF9: tumor necrosis factor super family 9, 
HNRPR:: heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein R, UBFE4B: ubiquination factor E4B. 

Severall genes are differentially expressed among the different combinations of 
SAGEE libraries. We observed a higher expression level of the L22, L11 and S8 
ribosomall protein genes in the SHEP-21N versus the SHEP-2 libraries and the 1p-
deleteddeleted versus the 'Ip-intact library. Ribosomal protein genes are massively up-
regulatedd by MYCN (Boon et al., submitted). Their up-regulation is therefore 
probablyy not related to 1p deletion. We selected 14 other genes that showed 
differentiall expression (Figure 5). 
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cR R 

15.94 4 

35.21 1 

100.96 6 

87.01 1 

82.39 9 

41.64 4 

10.91 1 

79.87 7 

81.89 9 

11.42 2 

118.68 8 

125.31 1 

143.62 2 

32.73 3 

Unigenee 1p intact 

205299 mmmmmm 

1830477 BB'2 

830044 O H 1 6 

1079799 WSSSSSSB 

245944 B i i 6 

215595 5 

15265 5 

25035 5 

7932 2 

80595 5 

78748 8 

17908 8 

73895 5 

LOH1p p SHEP-2 2 SHEP-21N N 

—— 0.< 

!-3< < 

/ / / 

gene e 

EST1p1 1 

ESTs/aralar1 1 

Clonee 24607 

DKFZP5568L17222 protein 

Smalll membrane protein 

Ubiquinationn factor E4B 

Guaninee nucleotine 
bindingg protein 
Heterogeneouss nuclear 
ribonucleprotein n 

DKFZP566G2233 protein 

EST1p13 3 

NADH-ubiquinone e 
oxidoreductase e 

KIAA0237 7 

Originn recognition complex 

TNFRSF9(ILA/CD137) ) 

Figuree 5: Selection of fourteen differentially expressed genes on 1p35-36. Expression levels are 
normalizedd per 25,000 tags. 

Elevenn of these genes showed a higher expression in the 1 p-intact library compared 
too the ^-deleted library. All of these genes except KIA00237 also showed higher 
expressionn in the library of SHEP-2 compared to the library of the MYCN transfected 
SHEP-21NN cells. They may therefore represent genes that are -directly or indirectly-
downregulatedd by MYCN. One gene, origin recognition complex, showed increased 
expressionn in the 1p-c/e/eted library and no induction in SHEP-21N. Furthermore, 
NADH-ubiquinonee oxidoreductase and TNFRSF9 (4-1BB, CD137, ILA) were 
specificallyy induced in the SHEP-21N library, but not in the '\p-deleted libraries. 
Wee performed Northern blot analysis to determine which of the differentially 
expressedd genes observed in the SAGE libraries showed consistent expression 
differencess in a large panel of neuroblastoma samples. Northern blots with RNA of 
244 neuroblastoma and other cell lines with and without 1p deletion were hybridized 
withh probes for the genes (Figure 3 and data not shown). Most differences observed 
inn the SAGE libraries did not correlate with 1p deletion and/or MYCN amplification in 
aa large panel of cell lines (e.g. small memrane protein 1, Figure 3). Two genes, 
EST1p22 and DKFZP566G223 showed an interesting expression pattern and were 
furtherr analyzed. 

EST1p22 and DKFZP566G223 are differentiall y expresse d betwee n 1p intac t and 
1pp delete d neuroblastom a tumo r samples . 
EST1p22 showed differential expression between 1p intact and 1p deleted SAGE 
libraries.. It was down-regulated in the SAGE library of the MYCN transfected SHEP-
21NN cells. The gene maps to 15.94 cR, within the SROs of both MYCN single copy 
andd MYCN amplified neuroblastomas. Northern blot analysis showed that the gene 
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iss well expressed in all MYCN single copy neuroblastoma cell lines, while 7/15 
MYCNMYCN amplified cell lines have a considerably lower expression level (Figure 3). 
Expressionn differences were also detected upon Northern blot analysis of 19 fresh 
neuroblastomaa tumor samples. EST1p2 was consistently higher expressed in the 1p 
intact,, MYCN single copy tumors compared to the 1p deleted. MYCN amplified 
tumorss (Figure 6). 
AA full length 1855 bp cDNA was obtained by aligning 107 ESTs of EST1p2 with 
SeqWebb Version 1.1 software. Blast analysis detected no homologies to known 
genes.. Protein sequences from three reading frames were subsequently used for 
SMARTT (Simple Modular Architecture Research Tool) analysis (Schultz et al., 
1998(Schultzz et al., 2000; Schultz et al., 1998). The software predicted with high 
probabilityy three transmembrane domains in one of the reading frames. No protein 
motivess were predicted in the other two protein sequences. 

MYCNN single copy MYCN amplified 

Figuree 6: Northern blot analysis of EST1p2 in neuroblastoma tumors. Neuroblastoma tumors are 
groupedd in MYCN single copy tumors (left) and MYCN amplified tumors (right). Tumor N179 has LOH 
off chromosome 1 p. other MYCN single copy tumors have intact 1 p. 

DKFZP566G2233 is downregulate d in MYCN transfecte d cel l lin e SHEP-21N and 
map ss jus t dista l to AML 2 on 1 p36.1 . 
Thee second gene with an interesting expression pattern on a Northern blot with 24 
neuroblastomaa and other cell lines was DKFZP566G223. The gene was 
downregulatedd in MYCN transfected cell line SHEP-21N compared to control 
transfectedd cell line SHEP-2, suggesting that it is downregulated by MYCN. The 
genee mapped to 81.89 cR. In search for the tumor suppressor locus associated with 
MYCNN amplification, we have previously constructed a 600 Kb PAC contig spanning 
thee breakpoint of neuroblastoma cell line UHG-NP and the AML2 gene (Spieker et 
al.,, submitted). The breakpoint of UHG-NP mapped to 82 cR. To determine if 
DKFZP566G223DKFZP566G223 mapped close to the breakpoint, we hybridized a probe for the 
genee to a Southern blot with DNA of PACs identified in the 600 Kb /\/WL2-region. 
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DKFZP566G2233 mapped just distal to AML2 (data not shown). Full length mRNA 
analysiss revealed that it is a p64-related CI" channel called CLIC4L (Edwards, 1999). 
Chloridee channels are present in membranes of intracellular organelles where they 
contributee to electrolyte composition, thus regulating pH of cellular sub-compartments 
(all Awqati, 1995). Although the gene is expressed in a wide variety of tissues, 
expressionn is most prominent in the renal cortex and tubili (Edwards, 1999). As this 
candidatee MYCN downstream target maps within a region consistently deleted in 
MYCNMYCN amplified neuroblastomas, we are currently analyzing the role of this gene in 
neuroblastoma. . 

Discussio n n 

Thee pattern of chromosome 1p deletions in neuroblastoma is complex. The 
deletionss are large and often extend to the telomere. A series of candidate 
neuroblastomaa tumor suppressor genes have been proposed, but none has been 
convincinglyy identified. Several tumor suppressor loci appear to play a role in 
tumorigenesis.. The multitude of implicated regions, as well as the lack of 
homozygouss deletions, suggest that gene dosage of a series of genes may lead to 
neuroblastomaa pathogenesis. The Human Transcriptome Map enables an integral 
genee expression study of any chromosomal region. Previously, we have used this 
applicationn for the identification of oncogenes targeted by amplification (Spieker et 
al.,, submitted). We have now applied the Human Transcriptome Map to select 
candidatee tumor suppressor genes in the 1p35-36 region. Using the software from 
thee Human Transcriptome Map, we could analyze genes differentially expressed 
betweenn 1p-intact and 1p-deleted neuroblastomas. As 90% of MYCN amplified 
neuroblastomass have LOH of chromosome 1p, we also searched for MYCN target 
geness on chromosome 1p (Fong et al., 1989; Caron et al., 1995; Komuro et al., 
1998;; Ichimiyaetal., 1999). 
Mostt differentially expressed genes did not show consistent expression differences 
inn a large panel of neuroblastoma tumors and cell lines. They rather showed highly 
variablee expression without a recognizable pattern. Their differential expression in 
thee SAGE library was therefore coincidental. Three genes showed a more 
interestingg expression pattern. First, EST1p17 showed neuroblastoma specific 
expression.. The gene was induced in MYCN transfected cell line SHEP-21N, 
suggestingg that it may be a target of MYCN. This pattern could fit in a mode! where 
EST1p177 plays a feedback role to attenuate the effects of MYCN overexpression on 
celll proliferation. Second, EST1p2 was well expressed in MYCN single copy 
neuroblastomaa cell lines, while 7/15 MYCN amplified cell lines and 10/10 MYCN 
amplifiedd neuroblastoma tumors samples have considerably lower expression. The 
genee was also downregulated in a SHEP-21N line compared to SHEP-2. The gene 
mapss to 15.94 cR, within the SRO of both MYCN single copy and MYCN amplified 
neuroblastomas.. Third, DKFZP566G223 was downregulated in SHEP-21N and 
mappedd just distal to the AML2 gene, a region consistently deleted in 90% of MYCN 
amplifiedd neuroblastomas. 
Inn conclusion, the Human Transcriptome Map has been useful in selecting candidate 
geness with differential expression between different subtypes of neuroblastoma. 
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Furtherr analysis of the three candidates is necessary to establish whether they play 
aa role in neuroblastoma pathogenesis. 

Materia ll  and method s 

Celll  line s 
Cellss were cultured in Dulbecco modified Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 
10%% fetal calf serum, 20mM L-glutamine, 10 U/ml penicillin and 10 ug/ml 
streptomycin.. Cells were maintained at C under 5% C02. 
Forr primary references cell lines see Cheng et al. (Cheng et al., 1995). The SHEP-2 
andd SHEP-21N cell lines were a kind gift from Dr. Schwab (Lutzetal., 1998). 

Analysi ss  of the SAGE expressio n data 
SAGEE libraries of the neuroblastoma cell lines and tumors were established as 
describedd previously (Velculescu et al., 1995). To obtain the expression profiles of 
chromosomee 1p, we used software developed in our department for the Human 
Transcriptomee Map (Caron et al., in prep). In short, the software extracts reliable 3' 
SAGEE tags from sequences and links these to the NCBI CGAP SAGE libraries (Lai 
ett al., 1999) to obtain an expression profile of any chromosomal region. For Figure 1 
andd 4, we used the "whole chromosome view" format. With this application, if two or 
moree reliable tags belong to one Unigene cluster, only their combined expression 
levell is shown. 

Norther nn blo t analysi s 
Forr Northern blot analysis we made probes from genes by PCR on cDNA or 
chromosomall DNA. The oligos used for per were: guanine nucleotide protein: oligo 
10711 5'-catgtggatgccatggag-3' & oligo 1072 5'-cacctaaggactgagtcc-3'; EST1p2: 
oligoo 1073 5'-ctttatgaacacagaggc-3' & oligo 1074 5'-gactccatctaccagatc-3'; 
Ubiquinationn factor E4B: oligo 1075 5'-caacgaggcaagcagaag-3' & oligo 1076 5'-
accctgcctcaaactcac-3';; EST1p4: oligo 1077 5'-gtgcttaaccctgaatcc-3' & oligo 1078 5'-
ttggacttatggcagctg-3';; heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein R: oligo 1079 5'-
tgccacctccaattagag-3'' & oligo 1080 5'-gtagatctagagccaatc-3'; DKFZP566G223: 
oligoo 1081 5'-tctctccagagttgcatg-3' & oligo 1082 5'-tactggtgctgatgttcc-3'; small 
membranee proteinl: oligo 1083 5'-ctagcctaatagaccagc-3' & oligo 1084 5'-
gcatgctatcagttaac-3';; clone 24607 mRNA: oligo 1085 5'-agctgtgtgagtgttgag-3' & 
oligoo 1086 5'-acatgaagctctcagctg-3'; DKFZP568L1722: oligo 1087 5'-
acttgagtctcagggaag-3'' & oligo 1088 5'-gcagaggcatcagataag-3'; NADH-ubiquinone 
oxidoreductase:: oligo 1089 5'-gtcgctagctagtcgttc-3' & oligo 1090 5'-
tccagacatcagcagctg-3';; KIAA0237: oligo 1091 5'-actgtgaccttgggtaag-3' & oligo 1092 
5'-cagtccctatcagctatc-3';; origin recognition complex: oligo 1122 5'-
atggcatgaagctgacgg-3'' & oligo 1123 5'-ctcaggaagctctgttcc-3'; TNFRSF9: oligo 1097 
5'-gtgaatgggacgaaggag-3'' & oligo 1124 5'-aaaggccaactcattggc-3'; PI3K subunit 
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p1100 delta: oligo 1099 5'-cattgtctaagccacctc-3' & oligo 1100 5'-aggcacacaagactgtac-
3':: EST1p17: oligo 1101 5'-gtgtatacaggttccagc-3' & oligo 1102 5'-tgagtgctgtgctttgtc-
3'.. PCR conditions were optimized for each primer set. The 1p13 EST clone was 
obtainedd from the IMAGE consortium, ID 240723. 
Totall cellular RNA was isolated by the LiCI-method (Auffray and Rougeon, 1980). 15 
ugg of RNA was electrophoresed through a 1% agarose gel containing 6.7% 
formaldehydee and blotted on Hybond nylon membrane in 16.9X SSC and 5.7% 
formaldehyde.. DNA probes were 32P labeled by the random primer method. Filters 
weree hybridized for 16 hours at C in 0.5 Na2HP04 pH 6.8, 7% SDS , 1mM EDTA 
andd 50 ug/ml herring sperm DNA. 
Thee tumor samples used for Northern blot analysis were staged according to Evans 
ett al. (Evans era/., 1971). Tumor stages are: N52, stage IVs; N186, stage IV; N99, 
stagee II; N225, stage Ivs; N68, stage III; N160, stage IV, N407, stage IV; N415, 
stagee IV; N179, stage III; N36, stage II; N40, stage III; N159, stage IV; N194, stage 
IV;; N418, stage IV; N106, stage IV; N107, stage IV; N410, stage IV; N442, stage IV; 
N458,, stage IV. 
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